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About This Content

The Roundabout Deluxe Edition DLC includes a crazy amount of behind the scenes content and exclusive features, including:

Georgio Cam - Play the exclusive April Fool's build that lets you experience Roundabout from a first person
perspective. No Goblin is not responsible for the inevitable nausea.

Screenplay/Art Book compendium - The full 87 page FMV screenplay, annotated with concept art, notes, and other
great behind the scenes commentary on the development of Roundabout.

Early Builds - As well as our public demo builds from PAX and our announce trailer, you can also play the prototypes
and pitch builds that led to the Roundabout you know and love today.
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Unreleased Trailers - We made a lot of videos. Some were for internal use, some were so terrible that we decided to
cut them. All of them are included. Yes, even the terrible ones.

Soundtrack - The full Roundabout soundtrack is also included.
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Enjoyed playing all its levels and difficulties with the max number of bots and also human players.

Great concept of game and look forward to future updates and expansions. Great Game xD. you can tell this is defiently made
for the oculus as it makes you feel motion sickness really bad. i wouldnt recommend it to the htc vive owners stick to the vive
games that dont make you feel ill but the oculus rift owners i would really recommend to yous as your be used to this sortta
motion sickness with all those rift games!. They took my money and ran. It's very arcady and can get repetitive after sometime,
however for the low price it's good.
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THE GAME DOES NOT EVEN START UP WHAT IS UP WITH THIS!. After 219 hours and earning all 48 achievements:
This is my favorite platformer. Super fast paced, great music, very satisfying, and you look like a total badass every level you
beat. The warp zones are horrible and I hated them to a stupid degree, but that and the lack of a toggle sprint key are my only
complaints. I got most of the achievements a long time ago, including a lot of the deathless ones, and I only recently came back
to get the rest, and i did all of them, including the ones i had already gotten, but this time as meat boy only in 1-20 order, all
because I was having fun. Amazing game. The follow up was trash <3. it took me 85 mins LUL. This game is the hardest game I
have ever played!
Buy this game if you want to kill yourself!
I only played this game for steam cards and I dont like this game at all.
The game makes no sence and I give it only 4/10

5/10 is for recommendation and this game is close to it.
Waste of money!!!!!

4/10. Cheap, pointless shovelware to grab money off the novelty of its name.

The point is to find a series of (badly spelled) first year philosophy. It does not present any meaninful point of its own.
The controls are a horrible idea - you walk with your keyboard (no vive controllers allowed) so you can only move in a 180
degree arc.
Environments are blocky, repetitive and low in detail - the load distance is attrocious, so the map looks like mush from any high
point.
The MMO aspect does not add anything to the experience at all. There is no voice chat and no physical articulation (see above,
no vive controllers allowed), so there is no meaningful way to interact with other players. It is there SOLELY so they can catch
your attention with the title "VR MMO".
Do not give them your money.
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